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INTRODUCTION
Any Z -graded associative algebra A over a field k can be made into a2
Lie superalgebra using the supercommutator; more generally, for any
abelian group G with a given anti-symmetric bicharacter « , a G-graded
 .algebra can be made into an « , G -Lie color algebra using a commutator
twisted by « . There has been some interest recently in studying how the
structure of A as a graded associative algebra influences the correspond-
w xing graded Lie structure of A; see, for example, BFM, BK .
In this paper we shall be interested in the question of Lie simplicity, in
particular in generalizing a classical result of I. N. Herstein on Lie
simplicity of simple algebras. In the late 1950s, Herstein extended to
arbitrary simple rings the classical result that matrices are essentially
w xsimple as Lie algebras H1, H2 . He proved that for any simple algebra A
w x w xwith center Z, under the usual commutator, A, A r A, A l Z is a
w xsimple Lie algebra, unless A:Z s 4 and A has characteristic 2. Since
matrices also give rise to simple Lie superalgebras by taking the supercom-
 w x.mutator see, for example, S1 , it is natural to ask whether a graded
version of Herstein's theorem is true for arbitrary graded-simple G-graded
associative algebras under the «-Lie color commutator.
In our main theorem on Lie simplicity, Theorem 3.8, we prove the
graded analog of Herstein's theorem, provided that certain odd elements
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satisfy an additional hypothesis. This hypothesis is trivially satisfied in
Herstein's situation, and also for arbitrary groups G when the bicharacter
is trivial. It is also satisfied in a number of other examples.
Our main applications are to the Weyl algebras. We show first that for
the nth Weyl algebra A s A over a field k of characteristic 0, consideredn
as a Lie superalgebra with the Z -grading given by even or odd degree,2
w x w x  .A, A r A, A l k is a simple Lie superalgebra Theorem 4.1 . Thus this
gives an infinite family of simple Lie superalgebras. Alternatively, grading
 .n w x  .A by Z , we are able to prove that A, A is a simple « , G -Lie colorn 2
 .n w x algebra, for G s Z , and that A s k ? 1 [ A, A , for all n Theorem2
. w x5.3 . In particular, when A s A , A, A is a simple Lie superalgebra and1
w xA, A / A.
w x  .By a theorem of Scheunert S2 , any « , G -Lie color algebra L can be
 . stwisted by a cocycle s to get an ordinary G-graded Lie superalgebra L .
In Section 6, we compare the two Lie superalgebra structures on L s A n
 .ngiven by the supercommutator and by Scheunert's twist of the Z -Lie2
coloralgebra structure. It turns out that they are quite different, and that
Ls cannot be obtained by a twisted commutator of the associative struc-
ture on A .n
We note that some partial results on generalized Lie structure were
w xalready obtained in BFM , where A was an H-comodule algebra for a
cotriangular Hopf algebra; in that paper we looked at the H-Lie structure
w xof A itself, and not of A, A . In Section 2 of this paper we reprove the
w xrelevant results from BFM for the special case H s kG, that is, when A
is G-graded, and give easier proofs.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let k be a field and G an abelian group. Fix a bicharacter « : G = G ª
 .k* that is, « is a homomorphism in both entries and assume also that «
  .  .y1 .is anti-symmetric that is, « g, h s « h, g , for all g, h g G . Then an
 .« , G -Lie coloralgebra is a G-graded k-vector space L s [ L with agg g G
w xbilinear product ?, ? : L m L ª I satisfying
w x w xx , y s y« g , g y , x 1.1.i .  .x y
w x w x« g , g x , y , z q « g , g y , z , x .  .z x x y
w xq « g , g z , x , y s 0 1.1.ii .  .y z
for all homogeneous elements x g L , y g L , and z g L . The specialg g gx y z
 4  .case when G s 1, g ( Z and « g, g s y1 gives the usual definition of2
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a Lie superalgebra. Some basic references for Lie coloralgebras are the
w x w xfundamental paper by Scheunert S2 and the book BMPZ .
Now let A s [ A be any G-graded associative algebra. One can asgg g G
usual discuss the graded structure of A as a ring: A is graded simple if it
has no proper graded ideals, it is graded semiprime if it has no non-zero
nilpotent graded ideals, and it is a graded domain if it has no non-zero
w xhomogeneous zero-divisors; see NvO . In addition, for a fixed anti-sym-
 .metric bicharacter « as above, A has the structure of an « , G -Lie
coloralgebra by defining the «-commutator in A via
w x w xa, b s a, b [ ab y « g , g ba 1.2 .  .« a b
for all homogeneous a, b g A. The usual commutator in A will be
w x w x  .denoted by a, b [ ab y ba; note that a, b is the special case of 1.20 0
 .in which « g, h s 1, for all g, h g G. To simplify notation, we will usually
 .  .write « a, b for « g , g , when a and b are homogeneous; in fact we cana b
think of « as a function on S = S, where S s D A .g g G g
 .An « , G -Lie ideal U of A is a G-graded subspace U of A such that
w xU, A : U; these will be called «-Lie ideals for short. Using the «-commu-
 .  < w xtator, we define the «-graded center of A to be Z A [ a g A a, A s«
40 ; it is easy to see that Z is in fact graded. We say A is «-commutati¨ e if«
w xA, A s 0.
 <  . 4Let G [ g g G « g, g s 1 . Then G is a subgroup of G andq q
either G s G or else G is a subgroup of index 2. For any graded subsetq q
B of A, we define B [ [ B ; then B is graded by G . Similarlyq g q qg g Gq <  . 4we may define G [ g g G « g, g s y1 , although G is not a sub-y y
group. Since G s G j G , it follows that B s B [ B , where B [q y q y y
[ B . One may think of B as the ``even part'' of B and B as theg q yg g Gy
``odd part.''
 .1.3. LEMMA. 1 Assume that A is graded semiprime, of characteristic
 .  .not 2. Then Z A s Z A .« « q
 .  .2 If A is graded simple, then the homogeneous elements of Z A« q
 .  .are in¨ertible in Z A . That is, Z A is a graded field.« q « q
 .  . w xProof. 1 Choose z g Z A , homogeneous. Then z, z s 0, but« y
w x 2  . 2 2 2also z, z s z y y1 z s 2 z . Since char A / 2, z s 0. We claim that
I s zA is nilpotent.
w x  . 2For any a homogeneous in A, 0 s z, a s za y « z, a az. Since z s 0,
zaz s 0. Thus zAz s 0, and so I 2 s 0. This contradicts A being graded
semiprime, unless z s 0.
 .  .2 Choose 0 / z g Z A , homogeneous. Then 0 / I s zA s Az« q
 .is a graded ideal, and so I s A. Thus for some homogeneous b g A,
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 .zb s 1 s bz. It is easy to see that b g Z , and in fact b g Z . For, if« « q
y1
y1z g A , then b g A , and g g G since G is a subgroup.g g q q
 .The next lemma follows directly from 1.2 .
1.4. LEMMA. Let a, b, c be homogeneous in A. Then
 . w x w x  . w x1 a, bc s a, b c q « a, b b a, c
 . w x w x  .w x2 ab, c s a b, c q « b, c a, c b
 . w x w x  .w x3 ab, c s a, bc q « a, bc b, ca .
w xIn fact a Hopf version of Lemma 1.4 was shown in BFM, 3.1 , although
 .3 required that the Hopf algebra be cocommutative. Now for any u in A,
 . w xdefine d a [ u, a , for any a g A. When u and a are homogeneous,u
 .Lemma 1.4 1 can be rewritten as
) d ab s d a b q « u , a ad b . .  .  .  .  .u u u
Using this notation, we show some other useful identities.
1.5. LEMMA. Fix u, ¨ homogeneous in A, and let a, b, c g A be homoge-
nous. Then
 .  .   ..  .  .  .1 d d ab s d d a b q « ¨ , ua d a d b q¨ u ¨ u u u
 .  .  .  .  .« u, a d a d b q « u¨ , a ad d b .¨ u ¨ u
 . 2 .  2 ..  .  . .  .  .2 d ab s d a b q « u, a « u, u q 1 d a d b qu u u u
 .2 2 .« u, a ad b .u
 . 2 . 2 .3 d ua s ud au u
 . 2 . w 2 x4 If u g U , then d a s u , a .y u
 . 2  .5 If d A s 0, u g U , and characteristic A / 2, thenu q
 .  .d a Ad a s 0.u u
 .  .  .Proof. Part 1 follows from ) by applying d , and 2 is a special case¨
 .of 1 with ¨ s u.
 .  .3 Setting a s u and b s a in 2 , we obtain
22 2 2d ua sd u aq« u , u « u , u q1 d u d a q« u , u ud a . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .u u u u u
 .  . w xFirst assume that u g A . Then « u, u s 1, and so d u s u, u s 0. Itq u
2 . 2 .follows that d ua s ud a .u u
y  .  . 2Now assume that u g A . Then « u, u s y1 implies d u s 2u andu
2 . 2 . 2 .d u s 0. Thus d ua s 0 q 0 q ud a .u u u
 . w  .x4 This follows the proof of BFM, 3.11 b :
w xu , u , a s u ua y « u , a au y « u , ua ua y « u , a au u .  .  . .  .
s u2a y « u , a q « u , ua uau q « u , ua « u , a au2 . .  .  .  . .
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 .  .  .  .Since « u, ua s « u, u « u, a s y« u, a , the middle term vanishes,
and so
22 2w xu , u , a s u a y « u , a au .
2 2 2 w 2 xs u a y « u , a au s u , a . .
 .  . 2 .5 Using 2 with d A s 0 givesu
0 s « u , u q 1 d a d b . .  .  . . u u
 .  .Replace b by ba and use ) for d ab to see thatu
0 s « u , u q 1 d a d b a q « u , b bd a . .  .  .  .  . . u u u
Using the previous expression and cancelling gives
0 s « u , u q 1 d a bd a . .  .  . . u u
 .  .Since « u, u s 1 and char A / 2, 5 now follows.
2. «-LIE IDEALS OF A, REVISITED
The main results of this section are shown in a more general Hopf
w xalgebra setting, in BFM, Sect. 3 . We reprove them here for graded
 .algebras the case when the Hopf algebra H s kG since the argument is
considerably simpler and is in fact closer to Herstein's old argument for
.the ungraded case and also since we will need some of these results later
w xon. Our first lemma is the analog of H2, Lemma 1.3 .
2.1. LEMMA. Assume that A is graded semiprime, and that U is both an
w x«-Lie ideal and a subring of A. If U, U / 0, then U contains a non-zero
graded ideal of A.
w xProof. Choose u, ¨ g U, homogeneous, such that u, ¨ / 0. Then for
w x  .any homogeneous a g A, u, ¨a g U. By Lemma 1.4 1 ,
w x w x w xu , ¨a s u , ¨ a q « u¨ ¨ u , a . .
w x w xSince U is a subring, ¨ u, a g U; thus also u, ¨ a g U. Thus
w xu , ¨ a, b ; U
w xfor all a, b g A. It follows from this that I s A u, ¨ A : U. Moreover
w xI / 0, for otherwise u, ¨ A would generate a nilpotent graded ideal
of A.
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w x2.2. THEOREM BFM, 3.8 . Let A be a graded prime, and U an «-Lie
w xideal of A such that U, U / 0. Then there exists a graded ideal I of A such
w xthat 0 / I, A ; U.
w xProof. We use the method of H2, Lemma 1.4 . Define
w xT U [ a g A a, A : U . 4 .
 .  .Note that U : T U and that T U is graded. Also
T U , A : U : T U .  .
 .  .and so T U is an «-Lie ideal. It is also a subring, since if u, ¨ g T U ,
 .a g A, all homogeneous, then Lemma 1.4 3 gives
w x w x w xu¨ , a s u , ¨a q « u , ¨a ¨ , au g U. .
 .But this says that u¨ g T U .
 . w xSince T U is both an «-Lie ideal and a subring, and 0 / U, U :
w  .  .xT U , T U , we may apply Lemma 2.1 to find a graded ideal I of A such
 . w x w xthat 0 / I : T U ; that is, I, A : U. We claim I, A / 0. If not, choose
 .x g I, a, b g A, homogeneous. Then by Lemma 1.4 2 , since xa g I,
w x w x w xx a, b s xa, b y « a, b x , b a .
w x w xg I , A q I , A A s 0.
w x  .Thus A, A : Ann I , which is graded since I is. Since A is gradedA
w xprime, it follows that A, A s 0, a contradiction.
w x2.3. COROLLARY BFM, 3.9 . If A is graded-simple and U is an «-Lie
w x w xideal of A with U, U / 0, then U = A, A .
Proof. Since A is graded simple, we must have I s A in Theorem 2.2.
We now turn to «-commutative Lie ideals.
2.4. LEMMA. Let A be graded semiprime of characteristic / 2 and let U
w x 2be an «-Lie ideal of A with U, U s 0. Then U : Z , and u s 0 for allq «
homogeneous u g U .y
w x w x  .Proof. Since U, U s 0 and U, A : U, it follows that d d A s 0,¨ u
 .for all u, ¨ g U. If u g U is homogeneous, Lemma 1.5 5 impliesq
w x w x0 s u , a A u , a .
w xSince A is graded semiprime, it follows that u, a s 0 for all homoge-
 .neous a g A. Thus u g Z A .«
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w x 2 2If u g U is homogeneous, then 0 s u, u s 2u . Thus u s 0 since Ay
has characteristic / 2.
w x2.5. COROLLARY BFM, 3.13 . Let A be a graded simple graded domain
w xof characteristic / 2. If U is an «-Lie ideal of A, then either U = A, A or
 .U s U : Z A .q «
w x w xProof. If U, U / 0, then U = A, A by Corollary 2.3. Thus we may
w xassume U, U s 0. By Lemma 2.4, U s 0 since A has no homogeneousy
 .nilpotent elements. Thus U s U : Z A .q «
w x3. «-LIE IDEALS OF A, A
w xWe now proceed to the more difficult case of «-Lie ideals of A, A . We
w xwill follow the general outline of the proof in H2 , although of course the
grading causes extra difficulties. Our first result gives a partial analog of
w x 1. w xH2, Corollary, p. 6 and Theorem 1.8 . As usual we denote A s A, A ,
nq1. w n. n.xand inductively A s A , A .
3.1. LEMMA. Assume that A is graded simple.
 . 2. 1.1 If A / 0, then the subring generated by A is all of A.
 . 3. 2. 1.2 If A / 0, then A s A .
 . 1.Proof. 1 Let S be the subring generated by A ; then S is also an
 .«-Lie ideal of A, as can be seen using Lemma 1.4 3 . By hypothesis,
w x 2.S, S = A / 0. Thus by Lemma 2.1, S contains a non-zero graded ideal
of A. Since A is graded simple, S s A.
 . 2.  .2 Let U s A ; by the «-Jacobi identity 1.1.ii , U is an «-Lie ideal
3. w xof A. Since A s U, U / 0 by hypothesis, we may apply Corollary 2.3 to
w x w xsee that U = A, A . Trivially U : A, A .
w x w xNow, following H2 , for any «-Lie ideal U of A, A , we define
w xT U [ a g A a, A : U . 4 .
w x  .3.2. LEMMA. For any «-Lie ideal U of A, A , T U is a graded subalge-
bra of A, and
 . w x  .1 U, U : T U
 . w  .x  .2 U, T U : T U
 . ww  .x  .x  .3 A, T U , T U : T U
 . ww  .  .x x  .4 T U , T U , A : T U .
 .  .Proof. By Lemma 1.4 3 , for u, ¨ g T U and a g A, homogeneous,
w x w x w xu¨ , a s u , ¨a q « u , ¨a ¨ , au g T U , A : U. .  .
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 .  .  .Thus u¨ g T U and so T U is a subring. T U is graded since U is
graded.
 .  .  .  .Now 1 and 2 follow from the «-Jacobi identity 1.1.ii . We check 2 ,
w xU, T U , A : T U , A , U q A , U , T U .  .  .
w x: A , A , U q A , T U : U, .
w  .x  .  .  .  .and thus U, T U : T U . Clearly 3 follows from 2 , and 2 plus the
 .Jacobi identity gives 4 .
w  .  .x w x  .3.3. LEMMA. If W s T U , T U , then A W, W A : U q T U .
 .Proof. Assume u, ¨ g W and a g A, homogeneous. By Lemma 1.4 1 ,
w x w x w xu , ¨ a s u , ¨a y « u , ¨a ¨ u , a . .
w x w x  .  . w x  .Now u, ¨a and u, a g T U by Lemma 3.2 4 , and so ¨ u, a g T U
 . w x  .since T U is a subring. Thus W, W A : T U .
w xNow for x g W, W and a, b g A, homogeneous,
w xaxb s a, xb y « a, xb xba. .
Thus
2w x w x w xA W , W A : A , W , W A q W , W A
: A , T U q T U .  .
: U q T U . .
w x3.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be graded-simple and U ; A, A an «-Lie
w x w x 3.ideal of A, A with U / A, A . Then U s 0.
Proof. If A3. s 0, then certainly U 3. s 0, and we would be done. So
3. w x  . w w xxwe may assume that A / 0. Now if A, A : T U , then A, A, A : U.
2.  . 2. w x w xBut then A : U. By Lemma 3.1 2 , A s A, A , and so A, A : U, a
w x  .contradiction. We may thus assume that A, A ­ T U .
Now
w xU q T U , U q T U : U, U q U, T U q T U , T U .  .  .  .  .
: T U , .
 .  .  .where we have used Lemma 3.2 1 , 2 and the fact that T U is a subring.
 . w x  .It follows that U q T U / A, since A, A ­ T U . Now Lemma 3.3
w x  . w  .  .ximplies A W, W A : U q T U , where W s T U , T U . This contra-
w x  .2.dicts A being graded-simple, unless W, W s 0, that is, T U s 0. Since
3.w x  .U, U : T U , it follows that U s 0.
w xThe next lemma is the analog of H2, Lemmas 1.8 and 1.9 .
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3.5. LEMMA. Assume A is graded-simple.
 . w x1 If l / 0 is a graded left ideal of A, then l q l, A s A.
 . w x2 If U / 0 is an «-Lie ideal of A, A and aU s 0, then a s 0.
 .Proof. 1 Since A is graded-simple, A s l A. But the definition of
w x?, ? gives
w x w xl A : l, A q Al : l, A q l.
w xThus A s l q l, A .
 .  < 4  .2 Let l s x g A xU s 0 , l is a graded left ideal of R. By 1 ,
w x w xA s l q A, A . Choose x g l, a g A, A , and u g U; then
w x w xx , a u s xau s x a, u ,
w x w x w w xxsince a, u g U and so x a, u s 0 s xau. Thus l, A, A : l.
w xSince l is a left idea of A, this implies l A, A : l, and so A s l A s
 w x.l l q A, A : l. But then AU s 0, a contradiction. Thus l s 0.
w xThe next result extends H2, Theorem 1.10 .
3.6. PROPOSITION. Assume that A is graded-simple of characteristic / 2
w xand that U is an «-Lie ideal of A, A . Let u g A be homogeneous suchq
 .  .  . 2w x.  .that i d U s 0 and ii d A, A s 0. Then u g Z A .u u «
 .  . w xProof. For simplicity we write d a [ d a s u, a . We claim that foru
any homogeneous b g A,
2 w x0 s d b A , A , U . .u
w xTo see this, choose a g A, A and ¨ g U, homogeneous. By Lemma
 .1.4 1 ,
2 w x 2 w x w x0 s d a, b¨ s d a, b ¨ q « a, b b a, ¨ ) .  . .  .
 .By Lemma 1.5 2 ,
2 w x 2 w x w x w x 2d a, b ¨ s d a, b ¨ q a d a, b d ¨ q b a, b d ¨ , .  . .  .  .
 . 2w x. 2w x .for some a , b g k. Since d ¨ s 0 and d A, A s 0, d a, b ¨ s 0.
Similarly
2 w x 2 w x w x 2 w xd b a, ¨ s d b a, ¨ q a 9d b d a, ¨ q b9bd a, ¨ . .  . .  .  .
w x w x w x. 2w x.Since a g A, A , a, ¨ g U and so d a, ¨ s 0. Again using d A, A
2 w x. 2 .w x  .s 0, it follows that d b a, ¨ s d b a, ¨ . Substituting this into )
2 .w xgives 0 s d b a, ¨ , proving the claim.
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We now consider two cases:
 . w w xx 2 .  .1 U, A, A s 0. Then d A s 0, and so by Lemma 1.5 5 , since
char / 2 and u g U , for any homogeneous a g A we haveq
0 s d a Ad a . .  .u u
 .Since A is G-semiprime, d a s 0, for any a g A. Thus u g Z .u G
 . w w xx w x2 V [ U, A, A / 0. Now V is a Lie ideal of A, A , and so
 . 2 . 2 .Lemma 3.5 2 implies d b s 0 for all b g A, or d A s 0. Now as in
 .case 1 , u g Z .G
3.7. THEOREM. Assume that A is graded-simple of characteristic / 2
w x w x  .and let U be an «-Lie ideal of A, A such that U , U : Z s Z A . Thenq « «
U : Z .q «
w xProof. Choose u g U , homogeneous. First assume u, U s 0. Sinceq
w w xx w w w xxx  .  .u, A, A : U, it follows that u, u, A, A s 0. Thus i and ii of
 .Proposition 3.6 are satisfied, and so u g Z A . Thus we may assume that«
w xu, U / 0.
 .  . w x 2 .As before, write d a [ d a s u, a . Then d A : U, and moreoveru
2 w xd A , U : u , U : Z . ) 9 .  .«
This follows from the «-Jacobi identity, since
2 w x w x w x w xd A , U s u , u , A , U : u , A , U , u q U, u , u , A .
w x x w x: A , A , U , u q 0 : U, u ,
w xusing that U, u : Z .«
We consider two cases:
 . 2 .  . 2 . 2 .1 d A : Z . By Lemma 1.5 3 , we know d ua s ud a . If«
2 . y1b [ d a / 0 for some a, homogeneous, then b g Z by Lemma«
 . y1 2 .1.3 2 . Thus u s b d ua g Z , and we are done.«
2 .  .   . .2We may therefore assume that d A s 0. By Lemma 1.5 5 , d a Au
 .s 0 and so d a s 0, for all a. Thus u g Z , and again we are done.u «
 . 2 . 2 .2 d A ­ Z . Choose a homogeneous in A with d a f Z and« «
w x  .choose ¨ g U, homogeneous, such that 0 / ¨ , u s a g Z . By ) 9,«
there exist homogeneous g , g , g g Z such that1 2 3 «
2 2 2 2¨ , d a s g , ¨ , d ua s g , and ¨ , d u a s g . .  .  .1 2 3
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Then
2 2g s ¨ , d ua s ¨ , ud a by Lemma 1.5 4 .  .  .2
2 2w xs ¨ , u d a q « ¨ , u u ¨ , d a by Lemma 1.4 1 .  .  .  .
s a d2 a q « ¨ , u ug . .  . 1
 .  .Since a is invertible by Lemma 1.3 2 , and ug s « u, g g u, it follows1 1 1
that
d2 a s m q lu , .
y1  . y1  .  .where m s a g , l s y« ¨ , u a « u, g g g Z . Since « u, u s 1,2 1 1 «
 .  2 .  .  .  . y1« u, g s « u, ¨u a s « u, ¨ « u, a , and thus l s y« u, a a g . Note1 1
2 .d a f Z implies l / 0. We see similarly that«
2 2 2g s ¨ , d u a s ¨ , ud ua .  .3
s a d2 ua q « ¨ , u ug , .  . 2
and thus
d2 ua s m q l u , . 1 1
y1  . y1  .where m s a g , l s y« u, a a g g Z . Using Lemma 1.5 3 , we1 3 1 2 «
see
m q l u s d2 ua s ud2 a s um q ulu s « u , m mu q « u , l lu2 . .  .  .  .1 1
y1  .Since l is homogeneous, l g Z by Lemma 1.3 2 again. Thus«
u2 q s u q t s 0,
where s , t g Z . Now«
w x w 2 x w x0 s yt , ¨ s u , ¨ q s u , ¨
w 2 x w xs u , ¨ q s u , ¨ .
w 2 x w x  .  .Thus u , ¨ s ysb g Z , where b [ u, ¨ s y« u, ¨ a . But by 1.4 2 ,«
w 2 x w x w xu , ¨ s u u , ¨ q « u , ¨ u , ¨ u .
w x w xs « u , u¨ u , ¨ u q « u , ¨ u , ¨ u .  .
s 2« u , ¨ b u , .
 . y1again using that « u, u s 1. Thus since b g Z and A has characteris-«
tic not 2, it follows that u g Z .«
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w x 2 w xWe note that if u g U is homogeneous, u, u s 2u . Thus if u, u gy
Z and A has characteristic / 2, then u2 g Z . This seems to be the best« «
possible conclusion, in general; see Example 3.11.
3.8. THEOREM. Let A be graded simple of characteristic / 2, and as-
sume that for any homogeneous u g A such that u2 g Z , also u g Z .y « «
w x w x  .Then A, A r A, A l Z is a simple « , G -Lie color algebra.«
w xProof. It suffices to show that if U is a proper «-Lie ideal of A, A ,
then U : Z . Since U is proper, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that«
3. w 2. 2.x 2. w xU s 0 s U , U . Since V [ U is an «-Lie ideal of A, A , we may
apply Theorem 3.7 to see that V : Z . Moreover if ¨ g V is homoge-q « y
w x 2 2neous, then 0 s ¨ , ¨ s 2¨ and so ¨ s 0 g Z . By hypothesis, ¨ g Z ,« «
 .and so ¨ s 0 by Lemma 1.3 2 . Thus V s V : Z .q «
w 1. 1.x 1. w xNow V s U , U : Z . Since W [ U is an «-Lie ideal of A, A«
w xand W, W : Z , we may apply Theorem 3.7 to get W : Z . Also« q «
w2 g Z , for all homogeneous w g W , as noted above. Again, w g Z by« y «
w xhypothesis. But then W s U, U : Z . Repeating the above argument, we«
obtain U : Z .«
3.9. COROLLARY. Let A be graded simple of characteristic / 2, and
w x w xassume that G s G for the gi¨ en bicharacter « . Then A, A r A, A l Zq «
 .is a simple « , G -Lie color algebra.
w xThe corollary includes Herstein's result H2, Theorem 1.12 , as that is
the case when G is trivial. It also includes the case of A considered as an
ordinary G-graded Lie algebra, for any abelian group G, since that is the
case when « is trivial.
Although the hypothesis in Theorem 3.8 on elements u g A withy
u2 g Z seems rather strong, in fact it is satisfied in some fairly natural«
situations, such as the Weyl algebras, which we consider in the next
section. Here we give some conditions under which it holds.
3.10. LEMMA. Let A be a graded simple graded domain. Assume that
either
 .1 the only homogeneous units in A are in Z , or«
 .2 G has no 2-torsion, and A and Z ha¨e the same set of homoge-e «
neous units.
Then if u is homogeneous in A with u2 g Z , also u g Z .« «
Proof. Assume that u is homogeneous.
 . 21 If u s 0, then u s 0 since A has no homogeneous zero-di-
2  .visors. Thus we may assume u s a / 0 in Z . By Lemma 1.3 2 , u must«
be a unit, and so u g Z .«
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 .  . 2 22 As in 1 we may assume 0 / u g Z ; thus u is a homogeneous«
unit in Z , and so u2 g A . But if u g A , also u2 g A 2 l A . Thus« e g g e
2g s e, a contradiction unless g s e and u g A . But then u g Z .e «
When A is not a graded domain, it is easy to see that the hypothesis on
2  w x.u g Z and essential simplicity of A, A fails.«
 .3.11. EXAMPLE. Consider A s gl 1, 1 as a Lie superalgebra. That is,
 .A s M k , for k a field of characteristic not 2, and A s A [ A , where2 0 1
k 0 0 kA s and A s .0 1 /  /0 k k 0
A is a Lie superalgebra under the usual superbracket, with the usual
 .bicharacter on G s Z . Now Z A s kI and2 «
a bw xA , A s . 5 /c a
Then
0 bu s g A s A1 y /0 0
is homogeneous, u2 s 0, but u f Z . Here«
a bU s  5 /0 a
w xis a proper «-Lie ideal of A, A , but U ­ Z . Note, however, that U : Z« q «
as predicted by Theorem 3.7.
w xIt is likely, however, that A, A will still be essentially simple if the
dimension of A is not too small.
4. SIMPLE LIE SUPERALGEBRAS CONSTRUCTED FROM
WEYL ALGEBRAS
 < :We begin with the first Weyl algebra A s A s k x, y xy y yx s 1 ,1
where k is a field of characteristic 0. A is a simple domain, with center
n m 4  4k ? 1 and basis x y , n q m G 0 . Let G s Z s 0, 1 ; then A is a2
 n m.  .Z -graded algebra by setting degree x y s n q m mod 2 . For homo-2
geneous a, b in A, A becomes a Lie superalgebra by defining
 .  .deg a deg bw xa, b s ab y y1 ba. .
 .  .This is just 1.2 with the bicharacter on G determined by « 1, 1 s y1.
Similarly we may consider the nth Weyl algebra A s B m ??? m B ,n 1 n
 < :where each B s k x y x y y y x s 1 ( A . Again, A is Z -graded,i i i i i i i 1 n 2
 .  4by total degree mod 2 of any monomial in the x , y , i s 1, . . . , n . Thusi i
A becomes a Lie superalgebra, using the same bicharacter « and «-com-n
mutator as for A above.1
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4.1. THEOREM. Let A s A be the nth Weyl algebra, considered as a Lien
w x w xsuperalgebra as abo¨e. Then A, A r A, A l k is a simple Lie superalgebra,
for each n G 1.
Proof. We first show that Z s k ? 1. Since A is simple, it is graded«
 .  .  .simple, and thus by Lemma 1.3 1 , Z s 0. But then Z s Z s« y « « q
 .  .Z : Z A , the center of A, since G s Z . Thus Z s k ? 1.« 0 2 «
 .Clearly the hypothesis in Lemma 3.11 1 is satisfied, since the only units
in A are scalar and A is a domain. Thus Theorem 3.10 applies to show
w x w xthat A, A r A, A l k is a simple Lie superalgebra.
It is a natural question to ask at this point whether, for different n, all of
w xthe A , A are non-isomorphic. At this point we are only able to shown n
this for the A 's themselves.n
4.2. PROPOSITION. For each n G 1, consider A as a Lie superalgebra asn
abo¨e. Then if n / m, A (u A as Lie superalgebras.n m
Proof. First let A be any simple Z -graded algebra of characteristic2
Ã/ 2. Then also the dual group G ( Z acts as automorphisms on A such2 1ÃGthat A s A , the even part of A. In the case of the Weyl algebras, any0
non-trivial automorphism is outer, and thus A is also a simple algebra by0
w x Mo, 2.5 . When A s A , A is the span of all monomials in the x , y ,n 0 i i
4i s 1, . . . , n which have even total degree.
 .  .We claim that for n / m, A (u A as algebras. For one can shown 0 m 0
 . .  .  .that GK A s GK A s 2 n, where GK A denotes then 0 n
Gelfand]Kirilov dimension of A. This follows since A is a finitely-gener-n
 .ated module over A . Alternatively one can compute the GK-dimensionn 0
 .of A directly by considering the even degree monomials.n 0
Now if f : A ª A were an isomorphism of Lie superalgebras, then fn m
 .  .would restrict to an isomorphism f : A ª A of ordinary Lie0 n 0 m 0
w xalgebras. By a recent theorem of Bresar Br on Lie mappings of simple
 w x.rings improving an older result of Martindale Ma , it would follow that
 .f s f q g, where f is either an algebra isomorphism or the negative of0
 .  . .an anti-isomorphism, and g : A ª Z A is an additive map which isn 0 m 0
zero on commutators. By the above remarks about GK-dimension, f s 0,
and so f s g, a contradiction.0
When n s 1, more can be said. In particular, unlike the ungraded case,
w xA, A / A.
w x4.3. PROPOSITION. Let A s A . Then A, A has as a k-basis all polyno-1
mials of the form
n q 1
m n nq1 nq1 n nx y , for all m / n , and x y y x y , for all n G 0 . 52
w x w xIn particular 1 f A, A and A s k ? 1 [ A, A .
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Proof. We first note the following useful identity in A:
m m njm n nyj myjy x s y1 j! x y . 1 .  .  /  /j j
js0
Some very useful special cases are yx n s x n y y nx ny1 and y l x s xy l y
ly1   . .  .ly from which 1 may be checked by induction . Using 1 , we see that
mq nq1 mqnq1m nq1 mq1 nq1 m nx , x y s 1 y y1 x y q y1 n q 1 x y . .  .  . .
2 .
For,
 .1? mqnq1m nq1 mq1 nq1 m nq1x , x y s x y y y1 x y x .  .
mq nq1mq1 nq1 m nq1 ns x y y y1 x xy y n q 1 y . .  . .
Similarly one can check that
mq nq1mq1 n mq1 nq1 m ny , x y s 1 y y1 x y y m q 1 x y . 2 9 .  .  . .
w xWe first show that all of the proposed basis elements are in A, A . First
note that
mq nq1 m n m n w x2 y 2 9s mq1 q y1 nq1 x y sa x y g A , A , .  .  .  .  . .
m n w xand so x y g A, A unless a s 0. Since m, n G 0, this can happen only
 . m n w xif m s n we thank R. Blattner for this observation . Thus x y g A, A
whenever m / n.
 .  .mq nq1Now use 2 with m s n: then y1 s y1, and we see that
n nq1 nq1 nq1 n n w xx , x y s 2 x y y n q 1 x y g A , A . 3 .  .
These give the second kind of basis element. Thus it suffices to show
w x  .that the given elements span A, A . We consider any super commutator
of monomials, that is,
k l m nx y , x y . 4 .
There are two cases:
 . i The case k q m / l q n that is, the total x and total y degrees
.  .are different . In this case, 4 will be a linear combination of basis
 .  .elements of the first type. To see this, rewrite 4 using 1 :
k l m n k l m n m n k lx y , x y s x y x y " x y x y .  .
s x k a x my j y ly j y n q x m b x ky i y ny i y l j i / /
j i
s g x kqmyj y lqnyj j
j
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for some a , b , g g k. Since k q m / l q n, also k q m y j / l q n y j,j i j
for all j. Thus x kqmyj y lqnyj are basis elements of the first kind.
 .  .ii The case k q m s l q n. In this case, we show 4 is a linear
combination of basis elements of the second kind. To see this we proceed
 .by induction on k q l, the degree of the left argument in 4 . First assume
 .that k G 1. The case k s 1, l s 0 has been done in 3 . We may therefore
assume that k q l ) 1. Now for any Z -graded algebra, the following2
identity holds, for a, b, c homogeneous:
 .  .  ..d a d b qd cw x w x w xab, c s a, bc q y1 b , ca . 5 .  .
 . ky1 l m nApplying 5 with a s x, b s x y , and c s x y , we see
k l m n ky1 l m n ky1 l m nx y , x y s x , x y x y " x y , x y x . .
ky1 myj lyj ns x , x a x y y j /
j
ky1 l m n ny1" x y , x xy y ny .
kqmyjy1 lqnyj ky1 l mq1 ns a x , x y " x y , x y j
j
ky1 l m ny1" n x y , x y .
The last two terms are combinations of basis elements of the second type,
by induction on k q l. The left-most term is a sum of terms of the form
 .3 , since k q m s l q n implies k q m y j s l q n y j. This finishes the
case k G 1.
However, if k s 0, one may use the fact that
nq1 n nq1 nq1 n ny , x y s 2 x y y n q 1 x y 3 9 .  .
 .and proceed as above. Thus whenever k q m s l q n, 4 is a combination
of basis elements of the second type.
If we could show the analog of Proposition 4.3 for A , that is, thatn
w x w xA s k ? 1 [ A, A , then it would follow that the A, A are all simple Lie
superalgebras and are not isomorphic for distinct n. However, to extend
the computations in Proposition 4.3 looks quite difficult. Alternatively, the
inductive argument in Theorem 5.3, using Lemma 5.2, does not work here.
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5. SIMPLE «-LIE COLOR ALGEBRAS CONSTRUCTED
FROM WEYL ALGEBRAS
In this section we give several examples in which G / Z . We first2
consider the nth Weyl algebra A s A s B m ??? m B as in the previousn 1 n
n .  . <  44section. Let G s Z s a , . . . , a a g 0, 1 ; for simplicity we will2 1 n i
 4write the elements of Z as 0, 1 . Then A is G-graded by defining2
degree x s degree y [ 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 g G, .  .  .i i
that is, an n-tuple with 1 in the ith position and 0's elsewhere. We give G
the bicharacter
a b q ??? qa b1 1 n n« a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b [ y1 . .  .  . .1 n 1 n
  .n.Then A can be considered as an « , Z -Lie algebra.2
 .Notice that in each B , the degree of w g B is 0 or 1 even or odd , justi i
as for A in Section 4. Moreover if « denotes « restricted to the ith1 i
 .nfactor of Z , then « is the same as the « used for Z in Section 4. In2 i 2
fact « is the ``product'' of the « , in the sense thati
n
« a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b s « a , b . .  .  . . 1 n 1 n i i
is1
We need several lemmas in order to apply our previous result.
 .n5.1. LEMMA. Consider A s A graded by Z with the abo¨e « . Thenn 2
 . w x1 B , B s 0 if i / j.i j
 .  .2 Z A s k ? 1.«
 .Proof. 1 Assume i / j and choose w g B , w g B , homogeneous.i i j j
Then
 .  .d w ?0q0?d wi i j jw xw , w s w w y y1 w w s w w y w w s 0. .i j i j j i i j j i
 .2 We proceed by induction on n. The case n s 1 was done in
 .Section 4. Now for any homogeneous w g Z A , we may write«
w s x i y j z , 1 1 i j
i , j
where z g B m ??? m B . For any u g B m ??? m B , homogeneous,i j 2 n 2 n
i j i jw x w x0 s w , u s x y z , u q « z , u x y , u z . 1 1 i j i j 1 1 i j
i , j
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 .  . w i j xby Lemma 1.4 2 . By 1 above, x y , u s 0. Thus1 1
i j w x0 s x y z , u . 1 1 i j
i , j
w x  .It follows that z , u s 0, by linear independence. Thus z g Z C ,i j i j «
 .where C s B m ??? m B . By induction on n, Z C s k ? 1 , and so the2 n « C
i j  .z are scalars. But now w s  a x y g Z B s k ? 1.i j i, j i, j 1 1 « 1
5.2. LEMMA. Let A, B, and C be algebras, with A s B m C, such that B
is graded by G and C is graded by H. Let « and « be gi¨ en bicharacters onG H
 .  ..G and H. Then A is graded by G = H, with bicharacter « g , h , g , h1 1 2 2
 .  .[ « g , g « h , h . Consider A, B, and C under the «-commutator,G 1 2 H 1 2
using « , « , and « , respecti¨ ely. ThenG H
w x w x w xA , A s B , B m C q B m C , C
w x w x w xand consequently Ar A, A ( Br B, B m Cr C, C .
Proof. Choose b , b g B and c , c g C, all homogeneous. Then1 2 1 2
w xb m c , b m c s b b m c c y « b , c , b , c b b m c c .  . .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1
s b b m c c y « b , b b b m c c .1 2 1 2 G 1 2 2 1 1 2
q « b , b b b m c c .G 1 2 2 1 1 2
y « b , b « c , c b b m c c .  .G 1 2 H 1 2 2 1 2 1
w x w xs b , b m c c q « b , b b b m c , c . .1 2 1 2 G 1 2 2 1 1 2
w x w x w xThus A, A : B, B m C q B m C, C .
w xConversely, set c s 1 in the above computation. Since c , 1 s 0, we2 1
w x w x w x w xsee b , b m c s b m c , b m 1 , and so B, B m C : A, A . Simi-1 2 1 1 1 2
w x w xlarly B m C, C : A, A .
 .n5.3. THEOREM. Let A s A be G s Z -graded as abo¨e, with then 2
n  .gi¨ en bicharacter « s  « , and consider A as an « , G -Lie coloralgeba.is1 i
w x  . w xThen A, A is a simple « , G -Lie algebra and A s k ? 1 [ A, A .
Proof. We could prove simplicity by applying Theorem 3.10, as in the
proof of Theorem 4.1. However, instead we first show that A s k ? 1 [
w xA, A .
To see this, we use induction on n. The case n s 1 is just Proposition
4.2. For n ) 1, let B s B ( A and let C s B m ??? m B ( A . By1 1 2 n ny1
w x w x w xinduction, C s k ? 1 [ C, C . By Lemma 5.3, Ar A, A ( Br B, B m
w x  . w xCr C, C s k 1 m 1 . Thus A, A has codimension 1 in A and 1 sB C A
w x w x1 m 1 f A, A . It follows that A s k ? 1 [ A, A .B C
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Now simplicity follows from Corollary 2.5, since it is clear that any «-Lie
w xideal of A, A is in fact also a Lie ideal of A.
5.4. EXAMPLE. We close this section with a Z-graded example related
to A s A . Let S be the ring Morita equivalent to A constructed by Smith1
w x  . 2  .Sm . That is, S ( End I , where I s x A q xy q 1 A. S is a simpleA
 .Noetherian domain, with center Z S s k ? 1, and S is Z-graded with
w xS s S s k xy , the polynomial ring in xy.e 0
 .  . i jLet « be the bicharacter on Z given by « i, j s y1 , for i, j g Z.
 .  .  .Then S is an « , Z -Lie algebra via the «-bracket in 1.2 . Since Z s Z« « q
 .by Lemma 1.3 1 , any z g Z must be in S , for some i. But then« 2 i
w x  . < z < < s <0 s z, s s zs y y1 sz s zs y sz, for all homogeneous s g S. That«
 .is, z g Z S s k ? 1. Since the only units in S are in k, the hypothesis in0
 .Lemma 3.10 2 is satisfied. Thus Theorem 3.8 applies, and we conclude:
w x w x  .THEOREM. S, S r S, S l k is a simple « , Z -Lie algebra.
6. CONNECTIONS TO SCHEUNERT'S THEOREM
w x  .By a theorem of Scheunert S2 , given any « , G -Lie algebra L, there
exists a 2-cocyle s on G such that the ``cocycle twist'' Ls of L is an
ordinary Lie superalgebra, provided G is finitely generated. This fact was
w xproved independently, and a bit later, by Ms in the case that G is finite.
Thus for the Weyl algebra A , there are two Lie superalgebra structuresn
associated to it: first, the construction using the super-commutator which
we studied in Section 4; and second, Scheunert's cocycle twist of the
  .n.« , Z -Lie structure we studied in Section 5. In this section we will2
compare these two structures; in fact they are quite different.
 .We first review Scheunert's construction. For any « , G -Lie algebra L,
the «-bracket on L is adjusted by a 2-cocycle s : G = G ª k* via
sw x w xa, b [ s a, b a, b .
for all a, b homogeneous in L; the resulting G-graded algebra Ls is an
 .  .  .y1«d-Lie algebra, where d g, h [ s g, h s h, g , for all g, h g G. Then
Ls will be a Lie superalgebra if we can choose s , and thus d , so that
«d s « , where0
y1 if g , h g Gy« g , h s .0  1 otherwise.
That is, we need that d s « r« . In this case the Z -grading on Ls is given0 2
s s w xby L s L and L s L . It is proved in S2, Lemma 2 that an appropri-0 q 1 y
ate choice of s can be made.
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 .We now return to the case where L s A is an « , G -Lie algebra forn
 .nG s Z with the bicharacter « s « as in Section 5. It is not difficult2 i
 < 4to check that G s g g G g has an even number of / 0 entries andq
 < 4that G s g g G g has an odd number of / 0 entries . But then ay
monomial lies in L if and only if it has an even number of odd degreeq
terms, that is, if its total degree is even. Similarly a monomial lies in L ify
and only if its total degree is odd. We conclude:
6.1. LEMMA. The Z -grading of A gi¨ en by Scheunert's construction is2 n
the same as the grading by e¨en and odd degree of monomials considered in
Section 4.
s wTo examine the Lie product in L , we follow the procedure in S2,
x  .Section 5 . Choose the generators of G to be g [ 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 , that is,i
with 1 in the ith position and 0's elsewhere, for all i s 1, . . . , n. Note that
 .all g g G . Now define a [ d g , g . Since g g G , a si y r s r s i y r s
 .  .  .« g , g r« g , g s y1r« g , g . Thus for r / s, a s y1. Now, ap-0 r s r s r s r s
w xplying S2, Lemma 2 to d gives
s p g , t g [ a pr ts ) 0 .  i i j j r s /
r-si j
for p , t g Z.i j
We now specialize L s A to the case n s 2 for simplicity. Thusn
 .  .4  .  .4G s Z = Z , with G s 0, 0 , 1, 1 and G s 1, 0 , 0, 1 . In this case2 2 q y
we have r - s only when r s 1 and s s 2, and so the right hand side of
 .  . p1 t2formula ) 0 becomes y1 . Using this we can completely determine
the values of s such that As is a Lie superalgebra.2
w xMore specifically, we compute x , y x in three different ways. First,1 1 2
considering A as an «-Lie algebra as in Section 5,2
w xx , y x s x y x y « g , g q g y x x s x y x q y x x .1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2«
s 2 x y x y x .1 1 2 2
 .  .  .1  .Second, since s x , y x s s g , g q g s y1 s y1 by ) 0, we1 1 2 1 1 2
see
sw x w xx , y x s s g , g q g x , y x s y2 x y x q x . .1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2« «
This is the new Lie super-bracket in Scheunert's construction. Finally,
considering A as a Lie superalgebra as in Section 4, y x is even, and2 1 2
thus
w x w xx , y x s x , y x s x y x y y x x s x .1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 2s 0
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w xs w xClearly x , y x and x , y x are different; in fact they are linearly1 1 2 « 1 1 2 s
independent. Moreover, one can check that for no a g k can we write
w xs  .  . sx , y x s x y x y a y x x . Thus the Lie product in A cannot1 1 2 « 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
arise from the associative structure as a twisted commutator in any way.
Thus the Lie superalgebra Ls obtained from A by Scheunert's con-n
struction seems quite different from the Lie superalgebra structure ob-
tained by the supercommutator, and may be worthy of further study. We
w s s xnote, however, that it does follow from Theorem 5.3 that L , L is simple
 .nas a Z -graded Lie superalgebra.2
 .Note added in proof. 1 I. Shestakov has informed us that in the case when G s Z , F.2
Montaner has proved Theorem 3.8 independently, in ``On the Lie Structure of Associative
Superalgebras,'' to appear. In fact, his result in this case is stronger: he shows that
w x w x .  .A, A r A, A l Z is a simple Lie superalgebra, provided dim A ) 8.0
 .2 I. Musson has shown the analog of Proposition 4.3 for n ) 1; that is, for A s A n
w xconsidered as a superalgebra, A s k1 [ A, A . His work will appear in ``Some Lie Superal-
gebras Associated to the Weyl Algebras.''
Note that an immediate consequence of his result, together with our Proposition 4.2, is that
w x w xfor n / m, A , A \ A , A as simple Lie superalgebras. This answers the question wen n m m
raised at the end of section 4.
 . s3 The Lie superalgebra L constructed from A in Section 6 using Scheunert's theoremn
does, in fact, arise from a superbracket on some associative graded algebra, although not
from a bracket on A itself. This procedure is discussed in Y. Bahturin and S. Montgomery,n
``PI-envelopes of Lie superalgebras,'' to appear; we summarize it here. Let A s A s Bn 1
Ã Ã Ã . .m ??? m B be as before and let m be the twisted tensor product; that is, x m y z m w sn
Ã .« y, z xz m yw, where « is the standard bicharacter on Z and x, y, z, w are homogeneous.2
Ã Ã Ã ÃLet A s B m ??? m B ; note A is an associative algebra, Z -graded by total degree. Thus, we1 n 2
Ãmay consider A as a Lie superalgebra under a superbracket. It is not difficult to see that this
s  .nsuperalgebra is precisely the L above, obtained by s-twisting the Z -Lie coloralgebra2
structure of A .n
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